We present and test a novel multiscale representation of perceived 3D surface orientation: the orientation path. Using a multiscale probe, we measure perceived surface orientation at multiple spatial scales; linking the measurements for a given surface location yields that location's orientation path. The multiscale data obtained show that observers consistently see different surface orientations at different spatial scales. We demonstrate that such multiscale data can reveal multiscale differences between observers' percepts of a stimulus and the stimulus geometry. We also demonstrate the use of the orientation path in evaluating the multiscale effects of adding a depth cue to a 3D display.
Introduction
We begin from the premise that humans perceive 3D shape in a multiscale fashion, creating a small-scale representation for local judgements and a large-scale representation for judgements concerning the object as a whole 1 . Multiscale 3D shape perception is evident in the perceived similarity of shapes at one scale, even when the objects differ at other scales (Koenderink & van Doorn, 1996) . For example, people refer to an L-shaped piece of pipe as an 'elbow,' because of the obvious geometric similarity between the pipe elbow and our own. Clearly, however, this similarity does not extend either to larger or to smaller scales: the plumbing has little resemblance to an entire person, and the smooth fine structure of a pipe is not much like the skin, hair, and musculature of a human arm. Submarine sandwiches owe their name to the same kind of geometric similarity, although no one would confuse the fine structure of the sandwich with that of the submersible warship. The scale-specificity of these similarities clearly does not impede their perception; rather, people find the perception so compelling that it moulds the language 2 . Tools for measuring 3D shape have not previously taken advantage of these compelling perceptions, however. In this paper, we introduce and test a probe that is designed to measure scale-specific perceptions of 3D shape.
Scale-specific perception has been an important field of spatial-vision research for 30 years, since the pioneering work of Campbell and Robson (1968) suggested that stimuli of different spatial frequencies can be processed independently. Subsequent work recognized the need for specificity in location and spatial frequency, and the Gabor patch became a popular stimulus (Graham, 1989 has a good review). In parallel with these developments was research on the role of aperture size on perception (e.g. Watt, 1987; Toet & Koenderink, 1988; Bijl, Koenderink & Toet, 1989) . While a Gabor patch acts as a bandpass filter on the stimulus structure, aperture acts as a low-pass filter; consequently, a small aperture includes large-scale information. Both spatial frequency and aperture size have their advantages in studying low-level visual processes (Koenderink & van Doorn, 1982; Bijl, Koenderink & Toet, 1989; Graham, 1989) ; higherlevel spatial vision shows signs of being less dependent on spatial frequency and more dependent on aperture size, however (Toet & Koenderink, 1988; Burbeck & Hadden, 1993; Burbeck, Pizer, Morse, Ariely, Zauberman & Rolland, 1996) . Furthermore, aperture size corresponds to a natural perceptual construct-a region on an object -and spatial frequency does not. Consequently, we use aperture size as our scale parameter.
Previous measurements of 3D surface orientation have not dealt explicitly with the scale of the observers' judgments; judgments were made at a single scale, or without clear control of the scale (e.g. Stevens, 1983; Mingolla & Todd, 1986; Stevens & Brookes, 1987; Koenderink, van Doorn & Kappers, 1992) . Because human observers perceive 3D objects at multiple spatial scales, however, measurements made at a single scale cannot capture everything the observer knows about the surface structure, even if those measurements are made at many locations on the surface. The experimenter can combine the local measurements into a global surface, as Koenderink et al. (1992) did, and analyze large-scale patterns in that small-scale data, but as Koenderink et al. (1992) noted, this surface is simply not the same as a 'perceived surface' (even though it may resemble the original stimulus in some cases). The problem is one of inference: we simply do not know how the observer's large-scale and small-scale percepts relate. In particular, the representations underlying these percepts may have different characteristics: for example, they may differ in their sensitivity to various depth cues. To know what the observer sees at different spatial scales, we need to measure the scale-specific percepts directly. This means replacing a single-scale measure of perceived shape with measurements at multiple scales.
We call such a multiscale set of 3D orientation measurements at a given location the orientation path for that location. We compare this orientation path to a theoretical one inferred from the surface geometry to assess the veridicality of the observers' judgements. Comparison of orientation paths obtained under different display conditions shows the effectiveness of various depth cues across spatial scale.
Methods

The probe
Our probe was a top-like figure, as shown in Fig. 1 . It consisted of a normal stick (Stevens, 1983) , ending in a circle. The 2D projection of the circle indicated the orientation up to two reflections; the angle of the normal stick removed this remaining ambiguity (Stevens & Brookes, 1987; Koenderink et al., 1992) . In prior studies using similar probes, the probe's circle was on the surface; the observer's task was to orient the circle so that it appeared to lie on the surface, a natural task given the relatively smooth surfaces and relatively small probes used in those studies. Our interest in multiscale measurements on rougher stimuli required a change in the paradigm.
Our probe circles were raised off the surface; observers manipulated the probe's orientation by moving a computer mouse. The observers' task was to make the probe's top circle parallel to the region of surface centered on the probe's tip and the same size as the circle.
Varying the size of the circle thus elicited multiscale judgements. Four probe sizes were used, with radii of 6, 12, 24, and 60 pixels 3 . The length of the probe's normal line and the radius of its top circle were scaled together, giving the impression of a single probe being scaled as a whole. To maintain the wireframe appearance across scale, the widths of the lines were not scaled.
The probe was displayed as part of a computer -graphics scene that contained the stimulus surface. The probe's colors were chosen to make the probe visible against our greyscale stimuli. The large circle was red; the normal line was magenta. The probe was rendered so that it cast no shadows and was never occluded by the surface. Cast shadows and occlusions are strong depth cues; we did not want the probe to add information to the stimulus.
Scaling the probe as a whole resulted in the larger circles being raised farther from the surface, which had two advantages. First, it reduced the likelihood of intersections between a large-scale probe and smallscale surface irregularities; such intersections would result in two visible objects occupying the same location, an inconsistent stimulus. Second, previous studies show that in 2D judgements, spatial relationships at larger distances are made at coarser resolutions than those at smaller distances (Burbeck & Hadden, 1993; Burbeck, Pizer, Morse, Ariely, Zauberman & Rolland, 1996) ; therefore, increasing the distance from the circle to the surface may coarsen the resolution of the comparison, consistent with the task.
We chose to measure perceived surface orientation rather than depth or curvature because surface orientation offers readier support for precise, relatively rich measurements of multiscale percepts. Perceived depth (Bü lthoff & Mallot, 1988; Koenderink, Kappers, Norman, Todd & Phillips, 1996 ) is a more impoverished measure than perceived surface orientation and is not as amenable to scaling. Although perceived curvature is theoretically a richer measure than surface orientation and could support scaling, practical methods of measuring perceived curvature (as in, e.g. Todd & Reichel, 1989; Erens, Kappers & Koenderink, 1993; Johnston & Passmore, 1994) have not been able to exploit this richness.
Stimulus objects
We used two stimulus objects, with markedly different structures across scale: a smooth sphere and a rough sphere. The smooth sphere, shown in Fig. 2 , had a radius of 200 pixels (5.29 cm).
The rough sphere, shown in Fig. 3 , had the same global shape and size as the smooth sphere. To the smooth sphere were added sinusoidal fluctuations in radius, defined as a function of central angle with appropriate constraints to avoid tearing the surface at the poles. The amplitudes of the sinusoids were 5 or 6 pixels; interactions among the several sinusoids produced peaks and valleys with amplitudes up to 29 pixels. The object was rotated so that it was seen from a reasonably generic viewpoint.
We displayed the images on a Silicon Graphics Onyx RealityEngine2 workstation, using a 1280×1024 pixel monitor with a resolution of 96×96 dots/in. Each of our two stimulus objects was rendered in perspective, from a viewpoint 2000 pixels (52.9 cm) away. 2000 pixels approximated the distance from the screen to the observer, and the field of view of the projection trans- formation matched the angle subtended by the screen from 2000 pixels away; the rendering of the stimulus object thus placed the object's center approximately in the plane of the screen.
The greyscale stimulus surface was ray-traced. It appeared to be lit from a source above and to the right of the observer.
To show the shadows on the stimulus surface, the surface was rendered by ray tracing (see, e.g. Foley, van Dam, Feiner & Hughes, 1990) . The surface was Lambertian and greyscale; it appeared to be lit purely from a single source above and to the right of the observer. Fig. 2 to show where the probe tip was placed during the experiments. Note that the eight test locations on this object fall at the same screen coordinates as the eight test locations on the smooth sphere. Because of the large-scale similarity of the objects, the large-probe settings should be comparable for corresponding test locations on the two objects.
We used two depth-cue conditions, stereo and nonstereo renderings of each stimulus object. In the stereo condition, the observers used a pair of CrystalEyes LCD-shutter glasses to see a stereo image from two alternately-displayed images. In the non-stereo condition, the observers viewed a single image on the screen with both eyes.
Procedures
We curtained off the experimental area to block off visual distractions, but we did not otherwise darken it. The observers were seated at a fixed distance from the display; their heads were unrestrained and viewing was with both eyes. These conditions retained the essential features of ordinary views of computer-graphics displays, while remaining controlled enough not to add unnecessary noise to the data.
We used eight test locations on each stimulus surface. We recorded five settings for each location, probe size, and stimulus surface in the stereo and non-stereo conditions. Trials with different probe sizes and locations were interleaved. Trials with different surfaces and different depth-cue conditions were not interleaved; observers made their settings on the rough sphere in the non-stereo condition first, then on the rough sphere using stereo viewing, then on the smooth sphere in the non-stereo condition, and finally on the smooth sphere using stereo.
A typical trial ran as follows. The observer was shown the stimulus object, with the probe superimposed on it. The probe appeared with its tip in one of the eight points on the surface: its initial attitude was randomly generated for each trial, with the constraint that the angle between its normal stick and the line of sight could not exceed 80°. Using the mouse, the observer adjusted the angle of the probe until the probe's top disk appeared parallel to a similarly-sized surface patch centered on the probe's tip. When the observer was satisfied with the probe's position, he or she would hit the space bar, recording the final probe setting and starting the next trial. The observers were instructed to emphasize accuracy over speed. They were encouraged to take breaks every 40 trials; they were allowed to take breaks more often if they wished.
The four observers were adult volunteers. Two were naïve observers. The other two observers -the authors -knew that both objects were spheres at large scale. All four observers have normal or corrected-tonormal vision; observer PHB (one of the authors) is mildly stereo-deficient.
Data analysis
We represented each probe setting as a unit vector in the direction of the probe's normal line. The mean of the observer's five settings (i.e. the mean of the five corresponding unit vectors) was the reported datum for each observer, location, and probe size in the stereo and non-stereo conditions. Linking the mean vectors obtained with the four probe sizes gave us the orientation path for a given location, observer, and depth-cue condition.
To visualize these data, we projected them onto 2D. Since they all lie on a hemisphere, we use the Wulff projection, an equal-angle spherical projection which maps a hemisphere onto a unit disk 4 . We treated the center of the disk as the origin; because the center corresponds to the normal to the display screen, the coordinates of a given vector's projection indicate how much that vector deviates from the display-screen normal. The x-coordinate represents the vector's deviation to the observer's left or right; the y-coordinate, its deviation up or down. Although the projection is nonlinear, a displacement of 0.1 in this projection corresponds roughly to an angular deviation of 10°.
The orientation path characterizes the change in perceived surface orientation across scale for a given location and observer. A compact orientation path indicates that there was little change in perceived orientation across scale. A drawn-out path indicates a substantial difference between the perceived orientations at different scales, and shows the pattern of those differences.
We constructed the theoretical orientation paths by interpolating between surface normals calculated on the stimulus object at multiple scales. Koenderink (1990) suggests that the natural way to arrive at a multiscale treatment of a physical object is to blur its density. Since our objects were mathematical rather than physical, we assigned a uniform density to the interior of the object-in effect, a membership function-and blurred that. Specifically, for each scale at which a surface normal was desired, we started with a spherical Gaussian blob centered at the test location; the S.D. | was chosen to be appropriate for the desired scale. We multiplied the Gaussian by the membership function and found the center of gravity of the product. The direction from this center of gravity to the test location was the direction of the normal vector for scale | at that test location. Fig. 4 shows a 2D example of this calculation; the extension to 3D is straightforward. We call the vectors calculated in this way the |-normal vectors. We calculated |-normal vectors for a range of |'s spanning the sizes of the probe radii (6, 12, 24, 48, and 60 pixels) and from these we interpolated the theoretical orientation path of the surface at a given location. Fig. 4 . The calculation of a |-normal vector in 2D. In 2D, the starting point is a circular Gaussian blob of S.D. |, centered at the test location. We multiply the Gaussian by a membership function of the object; the direction of the |-normal vector is the direction from the center of gravity of the product to the original test location. In this case, the object is a cross-section of our rough sphere, taken along the plane = 0; the Gaussian has |= 60 pixels. The short white line is the vector linking the center of gravity to the test location. This figure illustrates the general case, where the |-normal vector is not parallel to the conventional surface normal at the test location; the conventional surface normal is the limit of the |-normal vectors as | approaches 0. orientation paths for the smooth sphere. For the rough sphere, most of the observers' orientation paths stretched over a much larger range, reflecting the richness of the rough sphere's surface structure evident in the long theoretical orientation paths; the drawn-out observers' paths showed both that the perceived surface orientation changed across scale and that our scaled set of probes measured that change.
The relationship between the observers' orientation paths and the corresponding theoretical orientation paths varied across test locations on the rough sphere. At some test locations, the observers' orientation paths roughly superimposed on the corresponding theoretical ones (e.g. at location 2 for all observers); this indicated a high degree of veridicality across scale in the observers' percepts. Other locations showed deviations from such veridicality, commonly manifested by data points clustering near a single value on the observer's orientation path, with no corresponding clustering on the theoretical orientation path. At some test locations, perceived surface orientation was fairly constant for the three smallest probe sizes (their data points clustered), and then changed markedly at the largest scale; the relatively smooth change in the theoretical orientation across scale at these locations was thus not reflected in the percept. At other test locations, all four data points clustered; at these locations, the perceived orientation was constant across scale although the theoretical surface orientation changed. Such clustering of data points could not stem from a failure on the part of the probe, because some orientation paths were superimposed on their theoretical paths or were otherwise extended: instead, the clustering suggested that, at some locations, the observer's perception of the surface supported orientation judgments only at certain scales. The variety of relationships between observers' and theoretical orientation paths meant that there were differences in the veridicality of the observers' percepts across test locations, which the probe captured.
Variability of the settings
Because our probe is a novel measurement tool, it is important to determine whether the task required to use the probe is reasonable perceptually; we approached this question by asking whether increasing the size of our probe seriously increased the variability of the observers' settings. We measured the variability of the observers' settings for each probe size as follows: we calculated the angular difference between each setting and the mean setting for that observer at that location and probe size, and considered the distribution of the magnitudes of these differences. Because mapping 3D angles to their magnitudes, while neglecting their directions, is a non-linear transformation, the data were not well approximated by a Gaussian distribution. Conse- Fig. 5 shows the two naïve observers' orientation paths for each of the eight test locations. The left column shows one observer's data for the smooth sphere; the other naïve observer's data for this stimulus were similar. The right two columns show the roughsphere data for both naïve observers. Fig. 6 is similar, but shows the authors' data. In both figures, each orientation path shown links the settings for the four scales in order, with the largest scale being indicated by an enlarged data symbol.
Results
Orientation paths
Shown with each measured orientation path is the corresponding theoretical orientation path. The theoretical orientation paths are represented in Figs. 5 and 6 by bold lines terminating in ×'s at the large-scale end. For the smooth sphere these paths have zero length because the sphere has the same surface orientation at all measured scales. Because of the rough sphere's greater complexity, its theoretical orientation paths extend over a substantial range, reflecting the change in the surface orientation across scale.
The observers' orientation paths resembled the corresponding theoretical paths in many respects. The observers' paths for the smooth sphere tended to zigzag back and forth over small distances in apparently random fashion, consistent with the zero-length theoretical quently, rather than reporting a S.D., we report the value that is greater than 68% of the individual differences from the mean; we call this the variability.
We plot variability of the observers' settings in Fig. 7 for the two stimuli; Fig. 7a shows the naïve observers' data, and Fig. 7b shows the authors'. Overall, the variability was constant or tended to decline with increasing probe size. Increasing the probe size clearly did not seriously increase the variability of the observers' settings; orientation judgements made with the large Fig. 5. (Continued) probe were at least as robust as those made with the small probe.
The variability of the observers' settings did depend on the stimulus and the presentation condition. The variability was generally larger for the rough sphere than for the smooth sphere, as expected from the differences in complexity of the stimuli. The variability also tended to be smaller for stereo than for nonstereo, suggesting that the stereo percept may have been more stable.
O6erall 6eridicality of percei6ed surface orientation
The overall veridicality of an observer's perceived surface orientations can be inferred by calculating the average difference between the observer's orientation paths and the corresponding theoretical paths. The difference between an observer's orientation path and the corresponding theoretical one is the bias of the observer's percept at that location. We use, as the measure of bias, the angular distance between the measured and theoretical orientation paths at the four measurement points: probe radii of 6, 12, 24, and 60 pixels and the equivalent | on the theoretical path 5 .
The average of these biases across locations gives a 5 The correspondence of s with a probe radius of the same value is the simplest plausible correspondence. The rough superposition of some of the theoretical and measured paths suggests that it is not an unreasonable assumption. measure of the overall veridicality, or accuracy, of the observer's percept. Fig. 8 shows the average biases in perceived surface orientation for the two stimuli under the two presentation conditions; the vertical axis is inverted so that a positive slope shows increasing accuracy across scale. Fig. 8 shows the data for the two naïve observers. (The authors' data are discussed separately.)
The naïve observers' settings were far more accurate (had smaller biases) for the smooth sphere than for the rough sphere. For the smooth sphere, accuracy was roughly constant across scale. For the rough sphere, the effect of scale depended on the presentation condition. In the non-stereo condition, accuracy decreased with scale; in the stereo condition, accuracy remained constant or increased as scale increased.
To capture the effect of stereo on the overall veridicality of the perceived surface orientation, we took the difference between the non-stereo and stereo data graphed in Fig. 8 . In Fig. 9 , we plotted the difference between the average bias in the non-stereo condition and the corresponding bias in the stereo condition, for the two naïve observers and two stimulus objects. For the smooth sphere, the addition of stereo improved the accuracy only slightly, although it changed the subjective percept dramatically. The stereo effect may have been so small because the observers' accuracy was near its maximum. There was no consistent effect of scale for the smooth sphere. By contrast, for the rough sphere, the addition of stereo improved the accuracy substantially. Furthermore, this effect depended strongly on scale. The primary effect of stereo, for the naïve observers, was to enhance perception of the large-scale structure of the stimulus.
The authors' data, shown in Fig. 10 , exhibit a different pattern than that for the naïve observers, shown in Fig. 8 ; we have included the authors' data to show the sensitivity of the probe. At large scale, the authors' accuracy was substantially higher than that of the naïve observers, and much less dependent on stereo. These observers knew that the rough sphere was, in fact, spherical at large scale; their data reflect this knowledge.
Discussion
We have shown that a multiscale approach to measuring perceived 3D shape is both possible and fruitful. The patterns of relationship between the observers' orientation paths and the corresponding theoretical paths, especially, tell a great deal about the observers' percepts. For example, if an observer's orientation path superimposed on the corresponding theoretical path, the observer was able to judge the surface shape in that vicinity with a high degree of veridicality. If the observer's orientation path roughly paralleled the theoretical path-a pattern seen more in the authors' data than in the naïve observers'-then the observer's perceived orientation differed from the actual by an approximately constant angular offset. When the observer's path differed more markedly from the theoretical path, the most common difference was a clustering of the observer's data points with no corresponding cluster on the theoretical path, suggesting that the observer's perception of the surface at those test locations may have supported orientation judgments only at certain scales. Fig. 9 . Improvement in accuracy of perceived surface orientation due to the addition of stereo to the display, for the two naïve observers.
Other patterns of relationship between the observers' and the corresponding theoretical orientation paths could also be expected for other types of stimuli. For example, a depth reversal of an entire stimulus, such as happens with an inside-out face, would show itself in the observer's orientation path being reflected across the origin from the theoretical one. Depth scaling, such as Koenderink et al. (1992) reported, would exhibit itself as a scaling of the observer's orientation paths about the origin.
Our stimuli were relatively simple: the smooth sphere's structure was all at a single scale, and even the rough sphere had significant structure only at the scale of the sphere and at the cluster of scales where the lumps occurred. A particularly interesting application of our probe and task would be to stimuli that obvi- Fig. 10 . Average bias in the perceived surface orientation for the authors, for both stimulus objects. ously parse into major subparts (as a hand with its fingers-see Biederman (1987) for further examples and discussion). It is not clear how observers will place a probe which overlaps the boundary between two parts of an object; observers' treatment of such problems could provide insight into the nature of the underlying shape representations.
Our probe and task also open the way to new insights into depth cues. We showed that changes in the percept due to the addition of a depth cue are captured by changes in the orientation paths; comparing the orientation paths obtained with and without stereo to the corresponding theoretical paths showed that, for the rough sphere, the primary effect of stereo was at large scale. Clearly, this varies from stimulus to stimulus: we found almost no effect of stereo on the smooth sphere, and other researchers have found large effects of stereo even with small-scale settings (Bü lthoff & Mallot, 1988; Koenderink, van Doorn & Kappers, 1995; Norman, Todd & Phillips, 1995) . A parametric study, measuring orientation paths for a wide variety of stimuli, observers, and test locations, would permit a full characterization of this depth cue's multiscale effects; the multiscale effects of other depth cues could be similarly determined.
Knowing the multiscale effects of different depth cues could greatly aid the design of 3D computergraphics displays. Such displays often are designed to support particular visual tasks; such tasks, in turn, may depend primarily on information contained at a small range of spatial scales. Knowing which depth cues enhance perception most at the relevant scales would enable the designer to assess more accurately whether a given cue is worth its -perhaps substantial -computational cost.
